MTM Doors

Measuring Up

Colour panel options

for MTM Doors

opening space

By combining these frame and panel finishes
together, you can be as creative as you want.
Designing your own unique style.

Our made to measure sliding door range now has an even larger selection
of panels available, making the choice even greater and even more to your
style. With a mixture of core colours to choose from, we have also now
introduced the most on-trend premium colours as well.

1. How to measure up for Made to Measure Doors
Measure your opening height and width at the five points indicated on the
main diagram to the right. Do this at approx’ 620mm away from the back
wall of where your Sliding Doors will go to allow for your interior system.
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Cappuccino

Green

Louvre
(Reflex & Glam doors only)

Floral
(Reflex & Glam doors only)

Soft White

Cream

Mirror

Max Height - 2700mm

opening space

Note: If there is a difference between the measurements of heights A, B or
C, this means that your ceiling and floor are not parallel. Your track-set will
allow for a difference of up to 25mm, but if the difference exceeds this you
will need to make adjustments to your ceiling or walls. (See diagrams 1b,
1c & 1d).

1a. Fitting to opening
ceiling
and wall to wall.
space
1c. Fitting with a side
panel
opening space
(if wider than 4555mm).
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Max Height - 2700mm

Black

1b. Fitting to a doorway
or window opening.

Max Height - 2700mm

Maximum opening height of 2500mm.
Maximum opening Width of 4555mm.
Red
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The Minimum door width for all MTM Doors is 610mm.
Maximum door widths are:
1180mm for Flux, Reflex & MTM Classic
1230mm for Glam,
1160mm for the Shaker,

Max Height - 2700mm

CORE colours available to Ellipse, Minimalist, Shaker & Linear Doors
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Maple wood effect

COLOUR REFERENCE KEY
Also available as matching frame options for the Shaker & Flux Doors
Available as Single Panel options to Glam Doors
Available as Single Panel options to Flux Doors
Note: Reflex and Glam doors come in Anodised Aluminium frames only.

Silver effect
(Shaker & Flux Frame only)

COLOUR RANGE

XXXXmm

3500mm opening

Pure White

Gloss Walnut
(Reflex door only)

Gris (Textured)
(Reflex & Glam doors only)

Create your own unique look by combining the different frame finishes with
the variety of panel options, within each made to measure door style.
(See the opposite page for the full colour range).

White Ash

Pearwood

Walnut wood effect

Windsor Oak wood effect

White
(Frame only)

Silver effect
(Frame only)

*Swatch colours are only representative and are as close a match to the actual product as possible. These may differ slightly due to printing restrictions.

Restrictions: Only a selection of colours
available to Glam & Flux Doors. (See
colour references opposite).

Available to: Glam, Reflex,
Shaker & Flux Doors.
Restrictions: Glam, Shaker & Flux
Doors must have the same colour
Top & Bottom Panels.

4 Panel

Cherry

3. Panel combination guide for Made to Measure Doors

3 Panel

Anthracite (Matt finish)

2 Panel

Purple

Available to: Glam, Flux & MTM
Classic Doors.
Mirror
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4 door example = approx 875mm each

Door Panel & Frame colour combinations for MTM Classic only

Beech
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1d. Reducing ceiling height
(if higher than 2450mm).

For example:
If your opening width is 3500mm
and you would like 4 doors,
each door would appox’ be
875mm wide.

NB. If you wish to use a 900mm wide drawer for your interiors, either from
the Aura or Relax range, your door sizes must be wider than 930mm to
allow the drawers to be opened. This also applies to any interior product
which needs to be pulled out towards you.

PREMIUM
PREMIUM Colours
available to Glam,
Reflex, Shaker &
Flux Doors

As long as your chosen door falls within the sizing dimensions in step 1,
then you can have as many Doors as you like.
(Your door measurements will vary slightly due to the amount of overlaps
that will be required, but this is something we will calculate these for you,
keeping this process simple).

Single Panel

PREMIUM
C O Lwood
O U Reffect
RANGE
Walnut

2. How many doors do you require
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Max Height - 2700mm

Windsor Oak wood effect

Max Height - 2700mm

Ferrara Oak wood effect

NB: Write down your measurements in mm, in boxes A - E on the order form
referring to the diagrams on the right for additional help.

Available to: Glam, Reflex
Shaker & Flux Doors.

Available to: Glam, Reflex
Shaker & Flux Doors.

Restrictions: None

Restrictions: Glam, Shaker & Flux
Doors must have the same colour
Top & Bottom Panels.

